
The machine will be equipped with: Instructions booklet, Maintenance Booklet, 
Declaration of conformity with the Machinery Directive and Certification -CE-   

 

Hydraulic hat blocking machine with structure in carpentry.
Year of construction: 1973
Year of renovation: 2018

Type of machine

Universal mod. 500
FULLY AUTOMATIC HYDRAULIC HAT BLOCKING MACHINE

    Features
Die-carrier: Diameter cm. 50 (mm 500/Inches 18”) that inclines towards the operator.                   
Heating:  Electric by means of resistors, separated by Crown and Brim, adjustable with high precision 
Instruments.
Movements: Closed hydraulic circuit (with water).
Automatic Cycle
Settings:  blocking pressure, blocking time, automatic pressure discharge time, crown heating temperature,
brim heating temperature.
Electric voltage:  Volts. 380 - Hz. 50, Three-phases + Neutral + Ground. We recommend an Amp. 32 wall socket. 
    Dimensions and weight    
Height cm. 178  - Width cm. 110 - Depth cm. 92 -  Gross weight with water Kg. 615
    Type of production
Hats for Women, Man, Child in Wool Felt, Felt Fur, Panama / Paja Toquilla, Straws, Cloth, Synthetic. 
     Maintenance
It is advisable to let the machine work with clean water.
The maintenance of this machine is reduced to a few operations: every 5-6 months, change the water and clean 
the hydraulic circuit, every 3 months clean the filters, quick and easy operation.
    Restructuring
Total disassembly of the machine and all its components, cleaning, and degreasing, application 
of anti-rust paint.
    Hydraulic circuit
New motor-pump, entry pressure, discharge, closing / opening by means of solenoid valves, filters with bronze 
body and stainless steel net to keep the solenoid valves and the motor-pump clean, new piping.
    Electrical system
Completely new in compliance with the safety machinery directive, Waterproof metal case, IP55 protection 
degree, Waterproof pushbuttons’ boxes, Anti-repulsive hand guard relay, main switch block-door system,
circuit and security system. 
   Automatic Operating Cycle
Adjust blocking pressure, blocking time, discharge time, and temperatures.
Place the hat on the aluminium mould and simultaneously press the two start  push-buttons. 
From this moment the die-carrier moves upwards for closure and entry into pressure. 
When the set times have expired, the machine automatically opens and the die-carrier returns to the inclined 
position towards the operator to remove the moulded hat and provide a new cycle.

 


